
Market Corner

Asia’s stock benchmark jumped by the most since March 2020 as China’s move to ease some Covid rules
supercharged a rally sparked by softer US inflation.
The MSCI Asia Pacific Index climbed as much as 4.6%, also on track for its best weekly gain since March 2020. Hong
Kong’s benchmark surged more than 7% after China reduced its quarantine time for inbound travelers and scrapped
Covid flight suspensions, adding to positive sentiment around top leaders calling for a more targeted approach to
controlling the coronavirus.
Regionally, chipmakers soared, driving benchmarks in Taiwan, South Korea and Japan higher. Local currencies got
a boost as the dollar suffered its worst day since 2009 overnight. Bond yields declined as the Federal Reserve appeared
closer to moderating its aggressive rate-hike campaign after data showed consumer price increases slowed in October.

Stocks climbed Friday, wrapping up their best week in months, on a combination of optimism that cooler-than-
expected inflation will lead to a Federal Reserve pivot and on China’s move to loosen its Covid Zero policies.
The S&P 500 advanced 0.9% for its biggest weekly gain since June, led by energy and communication services. The tech-
heavy Nasdaq 100 rose 1.9% for its best two-day gain since 2008. And the Dow Jones Industrial Average reversed losses
to gain 0.1%, bringing the index of US blue chip stocks roughly 2.1% from a 20% gain off its Sept. 30 low -- the technical
definition of a bull market. The big bounce still left skeptics on Wall Street.
“While yesterday’s CPI print was clearly a big positive, the market’s response appears out of sync with the size of the
surprise,” Credit Suisse’s chief US equity strategist, Jonathan Golub, wrote Friday. He added that the CPI report was a
“big positive” but not enough to change views on inflation and the Fed in a tight labor market.
What’s more, the strength in stocks “follows a pattern of extremely large responses to CPI prints, with the average move
of 2.8% on the day of the past 7 releases,” Golub said.
Friday’s equities advance follows the best day for all three major US indexes since 2020 as the inflation data fueled bets
the Fed would slow the pace of interest-rate hikes. Thursday’s 5.5% surge in the S&P 500 was a so-called four-
sigma move to the upside, a gain that has only occurred 10 times over the past decade and spurred short-covering as
bearishly positioned investors bought back into the market.
JPMorgan Chase & Co. strategists also made the case for caution. “In order to see further dovishness from the Fed and
equities to sustain above 3900, we will need to see corroboration from other macro data,” they wrote in a Friday note,
referring to the level of the S&P 500 Index, which closed at 3,993 on Friday.
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World Indices Last 1D Change

Dow Jones 33 747,86 0,10%

S&P 500 3 992,93    0,92%

Nasdaq 11 323,33 1,88%

Eurostoxx 50 3 868,50    0,57%

FTSE 100 7 318,04    -0,78%

CAC 40 6 594,62    0,58%

DAX 14 224,86 0,56%

SMI 11 127,15 0,06%

Nikkei 27 963,47 -1,06%

Hang Seng 17 659,86 1,93%

CSI 300 3 794,02    0,15%

VIX Index 22,52         -4,29%

World Bonds Last 1D Change

US 10Y 3,8780 1,72%

EUR 10Y 2,1600 7,52%

Swiss 10Y 1,1030 12,32%

UK 10Y 3,36 2,01%



Crypto Corner

Celebrated non-fiction chronicler Michael Lewis has spent the past six months shadowing cryptocurrency tycoon Sam
Bankman-Fried; it emerged on Friday - spending hours with the 30-year-old whose business imploded in spectacular
fashion on Friday, forcing it to declare bankruptcy.
Lewis, 62, has seen his previous books The Big Short, Moneyball and The Blind Side turned into Hollywood blockbusters.
On Friday a literary agent, Michael Snyder, informed his contacts that Lewis had six months worth of material on
Bankman-Fried - who feuded in spectacular style with Binance founder and CEO Changpeng Zhao.
Zhao, head of the world's largest bitcoin and crypto exchange, said last week he intended to rescue FTX, Bankman-Fried's
company, but then backed out, saying FTX was not stable.
Lewis likened the pair to Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader.
'Michael hasn't written anything yet, but the story has become too big for us to wait,' the agent said in his email.
Sam Bankman-Fried, a vegan who sleeps four hours a night, had become a public face of cryptocurrency, with a personal
fortune once estimated at nearly $25 billion.
The success of FTX allowed the platform to forge prestigious partnerships, notably with American football legend Tom
Brady and former supermodel Gisele Bundchen, and it featured comedian Larry David in a Super Bowl television
advertisement.
Almost always appearing with a hoodie and a dark T-shirt, Bankman-Fried has pledged to donate almost all of his fortune
to his favored causes, like animal welfare and the fight against global warming.
The son of Stanford Law School professors and a graduate of the elite Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), he
was born on the Stanford campus and raised in California.
,,,,

Crypto Market Cap: $868B 24h Vol: $137,8B Dominance: BTC: 38,2% ETH:17,8%
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Crypto Last 1D Change

Bitcoin 16 435,54 0,43%

Ethereum 1 228,54    1,01%

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/RLBE2PBQEW3L
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner

Gold declined in Asia as the dollar advanced after a Federal Reserve official cautioned the US central bank isn’t close to
pausing interest-rate hikes as inflation soars.
Aggressive monetary-policy tightening this year has driven up the greenback and weighed on bullion. The precious metal,
which is priced in the US currency and is non-yielding, typically has a negative correlation with the dollar and rates.
Despite cooler-than-expected inflation data last week that had helped the metal notch its biggest weekly gain since the
start of the global pandemic in March 2020, hawkish comments from Fed Governor Christopher Waller on Monday
boosted the dollar.

Spot gold fell to $1,760.41 an ounce as of 12:49 p.m. in Singapore. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index advanced. Silver,
palladium and platinum declined.

Oil dipped after a two-day rally as a stronger dollar offset optimism around the outlook for improved Chinese demand.
West Texas Intermediate futures fell toward $88 a barrel as the dollar rose for the first time in three sessions, making
commodities priced in the currency more expensive. That overshadowed expectations for a rebound in Chinese demand
after the nation issued a rescue package for its struggling property market and has eased some of its strict Covid Zero
restrictions.
An increase in Chinese crude consumption could lead to a further tightening of the market, which is facing European
Union sanctions on Russian oil flows next month after the OPEC+ alliance-initiated a round of supply cuts. Futures have
rebounded this quarter after a sustained decline on slowdown concerns.
The fine-tuning of China’s Covid Zero policy sends a “powerful signal” to the market, said Stephen Innes, managing
partner at SPI Asset Management. Still, traders are likely trying to find an equilibrium between current virus lockdowns
and the soft pivot on strategy, he added.
China’s refinement of its Covid rules means cities have reduced mass testing and released people from quarantine
camps, according to the new guidelines announced last week, with further changes to come in small steps, officials said
Saturday. Still, virus cases continue to rise.
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Precious Metals Last 1D Change

Gold 1 762,63 -0,49%

Silver 21,51       -0,88%

Platinium 1 018,26 -1,43%

Palladium 2 019,64 -1,45%

Wolrd Commodities Last 1D Change

WTI Crude 88,66         -0,34%

Brent Crude 95,73         -0,27%

Nat Gas (HH) 6,13            4,18%

Nickel 26 856,00 3,88%

Copper 388,95       -0,61%

Corn 654,50       -0,53%

Wheat 808,00       -0,71%

Soybean 1 460,00    0,31%

Coffee 170,10       -0,53%

Cotton 86,67         -1,73%

Sugar 19,64         1,18%



FX Corner

EUR/USD s trading close to 1.0300 in early Europe, undermined by a broad-based US Dollar rebound. Fed Governor
Waller's warnings lifted the US Dollar alongside the Treasury yields while a cautious tone ahead of the Xi-Biden meeting
also weighs on the pair.

GBP/USD is holding lower ground near 1.1750, snapping a two-day uptrend in early Europe. The pair tumbles amid a
decent recovery in the US Dollar, as US Treasury yields rebound on Fed Governor Waller's remarks. Markets stay cautious
ahead of the Xi-Biden meeting at the G20.

USD/JPY bulls struggle to keep the reins around the lowest levels since late August, despite positing the first daily gains in
three around 139.15 during early Monday.

AUD/USD is unable to capitalize on a rally in Chinese stocks, as investors cheer China's new policy framework on the
property sector and covid restrictions. The US Dollar rebounds amid higher Treasury yields and ahead of the Biden-Xi
meeting.
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 1,0327 -0,19%

EURCHF 0,9772 -0,28%

EURGBP 0,8773 -0,30%

EURJPY 143,90 -0,20%

USDCHF 0,9463 -0,49%

USDJPY 139,35 -0,39%

USDCAD 1,3261 0,11%

USDTRY 18,60 -0,12%

GBPUSD 1,1771 -0,50%

AUDUSD 0,6692 -0,16%

NZDUSD 0,6097 -0,11%



Event Corner

Disclaimer: "This information, including any opinion, news and reports is based on publicly available source, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed and may be subject to
change without notice. BankMed (Suisse) does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of such information. Neither the information
provided nor any opinion expressed therein, constitutes a solicitation, offer, personal recommendation or advice. BankMed (Suisse) is not acting as an adviser to you and
you are free to rely or not on such information at your own risk. Certain transactions involving securities give rise to substantial risks, including currency and volatility risk,
and are not suitable for all investors."
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